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Abstract The split-ring test consists in cutting a ring from
the wall of a drawn cylindrical cup, which is split to
measure the springback. This springback measure can also
be used to estimate the circumferential residual stresses in
the ring. It is known that the distribution of the residual
stresses in the cup depends on the specific combination of
forming parameters selected to perform the deep drawing
operation, which include the depth of the cup and the
clearance between the die and the punch. Moreover, the
forming parameters also seem to affect the distribution of
the axial and circumferential through-thickness stress pro-
files along the cup height, since different ring opening
trends have been observed, when rings are cut from the
cup wall at different heights. The focus of this numerical
study is the analysis of the impact of an ironing stage on
the residual stress distributions in the cylindrical cup and,
consequently, in the split-ring test. The analysis is per-
formed considering a 6016-T4 aluminium alloy, for which
experimental results are available. The results show that
the ironing of the vertical wall changes the characteristic

distribution of the axial and circumferential residual stress-
es in all locations of the cup wall, even for relatively
small ironing strains. This affects the trend observed for
the ring opening value, when rings are cut at different
heights.

Keywords Springback . Split-ring test . Finite element
analysis . Ironing . Residual stresses

Introduction

The split-ring test was proposed as a springback benchmark
test since it allows avoiding the problems related with the
accurate measurement of springback. In fact, the use of a
stamped component as the reference shape normally requires:
(i) measurement fixtures that should not influence actual
springback values by not restraining the formed part; and (ii)
profiling equipment such as coordinate measuring machines
or laser scanning, with a proper definition of the measurement
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locations and directions. In many cases, most of the part will
present a small springback which reduces the measurement
accuracy, increasing the experimental error [1].

The split-ring test was proposed based on previous knowl-
edge concerning the measurement of residual circumferential
stresses at the surface of tubes or deep drawn cups. It consists
on the cut of a ring specimen from the cup and its split longi-
tudinally along any radial plane. The amount by which the
outer diameter of the ring changes from its original value is
a measure of the released residual circumferential stress. The
distribution of the residual circumferential stress through the
ring thickness must be determined or assumed, but it is possi-
ble to have good estimates of its magnitude based on the ring
opening [1, 2].

A deep drawn cup presents significant residual stresses that
result in large springback values when allowed to relax. The
large springback increases indirectly the measurement accura-
cy and reduces the experimental error. Thus, the use of the ring
opening as a standardized measure of springback enables the
comparison of springback predictions using different numeri-
cal models, allowing the calibration of numerical and consti-
tutive model parameters, to achieve a satisfactory correlation
with the benchmark test results. In this context, it has been
used to characterize the springback by many authors [1–8].

The accuracy of the springback prediction depends of the
stress state achieved after forming, particularly its gradient
through the sheet thickness. In this context, most of the studies
on the analysis of residual stress, induced by forming process-
es and springback, resort to simpler plane strain geometries
[9–12]. The springback that results from the split-ring test
performed on a deep drawn cup is due to the stretch-bend
process that occurs with the material flow. At the end of the
forming, there are residual stresses in the cup because different
locations accumulated different magnitudes of plastic strain.
These stresses are a key factor for the springback, because
their integral over the wall thickness yields a non-zero bend-
ing moment and thus a shape change when the ring is split [8].
The distribution of the residual stresses in the cup depends on
the specific combination of forming parameters selected to
perform the deep drawing operation, which include the depth
and diameter of the cup, the bending radii of the tools, the gap
between the die and the punch, the blank-holder force and the
friction conditions. In this context, an increased depth of the
cup can contribute to increase the homogeneous stretching,
resulting in more uniform though-thickness circumferential
and axial stresses distributions. The decrease of the bending
radius of the die can cause excessive strains on both sides of
the blank, reducing the springback at an increased risk of
cracking on the outside, as a result of the higher tensile stresses
installed [8]. However, this depends also on the combination
of the other process parameters, because other authors showed
that the die radius has a negligible influence on the circumfer-
ential stress distribution [2].

The stretch portion associated with the material flow de-
pends of the restraining force applied by the blank-holder and
the contact with friction conditions, meaning also that the
residual stresses present in a cup are not the same for all points
around and along the cup wall [1]. For the process conditions
suggested in [1], it is expected that the residual stresses are
largest near the top of the cup wall, due to the bending that
occurred at the end of the draw, when little net tension was
applied. This is confirmed by the results presented in [8] for an
AISI-1010, which showed that the ring opening becomes larg-
er for rings cut further away from the region in contact with
the punch radius. However, in the analysis performed for a
6111-T4 aluminium alloy, the ring presenting the higher open-
ing corresponds to one located closer to the middle of the
vertical wall [3]. The tools dimensions used in both studies
are the same, with a clearance between the die and the punch
of 5 mm. However, the AISI-1010 sheet is 3.0 mm thick,
while the 6111-T4 is only 0.925 mm. This indicates that the
gap between the die and the punch can also affect the residual
stresses distributions, as reported in [2], which show that for a
clearance smaller than the blank thickness, the circumferential
residual stress values are smaller. This can be related with the
occurrence of an ironing stage, which has been previously
reported to contribute to a reduction of the tensile residual
stress values in the outer surface [13].

The residual stress distributions in the cup [13] and in the
ring [7, 8] have been studied , highlighting their variation
along the cup wall. In fact, in a study performed to evaluate
the robustness of the split-ring test, it was found that the larg-
est variation in the ring opening was observed when the loca-
tion where the ring was cut from the sidewall was moved
along the cup wall [4]. In that study, a decrease of the ring
opening occurred when the ring was cut closer to the punch
radius, which was associated to the corresponding decrease of
the circumferential stresses toward the cup bottom. This was
attributed to a rising level of accumulated plastic strain as the
rings are closer to the bottom [7]. In fact, springback results
from the amount of elastic energy stored in the part during the
forming operation. Thus, by increasing the proportion of ma-
terial submitted to plastic deformation, it is possible to reduce
the change of shape induced by the elastic recovery.

The comparison of results obtained considering similar
forming parameters, but different blank thicknesses (3.0 and
0.88 mm), indicates that the gap between the die and the
punch results in a major discrepancy in the thickness distribu-
tion along the cup wall. For the thicker blank, the thickness
value decreases toward the bottom, while for the thinner blank
it increases slightly (but is still lower than the blank thickness).
For the thick walled cup, a decrease in thickness is a clear
indication of uniform vertical stretching (rising plastic strain),
and it explains the lower springback at the cup bottom. This
seems to be contradicted by the slight increase in thickness
toward the bottom found for the thin walled cup. Although
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there is no rise in the vertical stretching towards the cup bot-
tom, the springback is still lower at the bottom. The explana-
tion given by the authors is based on the different circumfer-
ential plastic flow of material during the deep drawing pro-
cess, leading to higher levels of circumferential plastic strain
for the thin walled cup, when compared with the thicker,
where higher strains are predominantly caused by vertical
stretching. Higher thickness differences along the vertical wall
implies an increased circumferential material flow and higher
strain levels. The latter have the effect of reducing springback
as more material is deformed beyond the yield stress [4].

The results from previous studies indicate that the split-ring
test is a robust springback benchmark [4], but improved
knowledge is still required concerning the influence of the
process parameters on the residual stresses distribution along
the cup wall. In fact, experimental split-ring test results ob-
tained in the analysis of a 6016-T4 aluminium alloy revealed a
decreasing value for the ring opening with the increase of the
distance from the cup bottom, which seemed to result from the
fact that an ironing stage occurs during the cup forming. These
results are discussed in the following section, where the
forming process conditions are described, followed by the
details about the numerical model adopted to perform the
numerical study. The third section focus on the residual stress-
es distribution numerically predicted, as well as on the axial
moment distribution along the cup wall, highlighting the im-
pact of the clearance between the die and the punch and the
forming depth. Finally, in the last section the main conclusions
are discussed.

Description of the tests conditions

The forming process selected for the analysis and pos-
terior springback evaluation using the split-ring test is
the one used in [14], which was also proposed in the
conference Numisheet 2016, as a benchmark to evaluate
the springback of an AA5086 alloy under warm forming
conditions [15]. The main dimensions of the tools
(axisymmetric) are given in Table 1 and are schemati-
cally shown in Fig. 1. The gap between the die and the
blank-holder is 1.125 mm. This means that when a
1 mm thick blank is used, if the blank thickens more
than 0.125 mm, due to the compression stress state in

the flange, an ironing stage will occur. The intensity of
this ironing stage is strongly dependent on both the
drawing ratio and the gap between the die and the
punch. The circular blank presents a diameter of
60 mm, which results in a drawing ratio of 1.8.

The material of the blank was taken from a rolled sheet of
6016-T4 aluminium alloy with 1.0 mm of thickness and uni-
axial tensile tests were performed, enabling the identification
of the material parameters required for the numerical analysis
[16]. Moreover, the forming process previously described was
performed using a blank-holder force of 6 kN. For further
details concerning the forming tests experimental procedure,
please refer to [16].

Two cups were fully drawn and three rings were trimmed at
a distance of 7 mm from the cup’s bottom with a height of
3 mm, with a distance between them of 2 mm, using an
electro-erosion machine by wire. The positioning of the rings
is schematically shown in Fig. 2 (a). The wire and the electric
arc generate a cutting thickness of 0.3 mm, which is taken into
account to obtain a ring of 3 mm in height. The same tech-
nique was used to split the rings along the RD. The average
values obtained for the ring opening measurement from the
two cups were 5.67, 4.23 and 2.12mm, for the bottom, middle
and top rings, respectively. This trend corresponds to a de-
creasing opening value along the cup’s height. Therefore, it
was decided to try to understand the impact of the ironing
stage in the distribution of the residual stresses in the formed
cups. This study was performed numerically, considering also
two other drawing depth values of 16 and 22 mm, which are
smaller than the standard value of 30 mm. For the smaller
drawing depth values a single ring was cut from the cup wall,
as exemplified in Fig. 2 (b), for the smaller punch displace-
ment. Also, for the standard drawing depth, a different gap
between the die and the punch was considered, using a value
of 4 mm, obtained by reducing the punch diameter to
27.25 mm, which results in a drawing ratio of 2.2. This value
for the clearance was selected taking as reference the one used
in [3], and the tools dimensions used in the current study.

Table 1 Main dimensions of the forming tools used in the deep
drawing of a cylindrical cup [mm]

Die Punch Blank-holder

Opening
diameter

Corner
radius

Height Diameter Corner
radius

Opening
diameter

35.25 5.0 8.75 33.0 5.0 33.6

Blank-holder

Punch

Die

Blank

Fig. 1 Schematic representation of the forming tools considering a gap
between the punch and the die of 1.125 mm
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Finite element model

In order to model the deep drawing process and the split-ring
test, the finite element analysis is divided into four different
stages: (i) deep drawing operation; (ii) unloading the cup; (iii)
cutting the ring and (iv) split the ring. The numerical simula-
tions were carried out with the in-house static implicit finite
element code DD3IMP [17], specifically developed to simulate
sheet metal forming processes [18–20]. The ring cut and split-
tingwas performedwith the in-house code DD3TRIM [21, 22].

Due to geometric and material symmetry conditions, only
half model is simulated. This allows to simplify the analysis of
the cutting and splitting stages, with the later performed by
just removing the symmetry condition at one end of the ring.
The blank is discretized with linear hexahedral finite elements,
using a selective reduced integration technique [23] to avoid
volumetric locking. The central zone of the blank (flat area of
the punch) is discretized by a relatively coarse unstructured
mesh, while the remaining zone is discretized with a fine in-
plane structured mesh, corresponding to a total of 86 elements
in the radial direction and 204 in the circumferential one. This
discretization respects the recommendations of using an ele-
ment size that covers 5 to 10° of the tool radius, i.e. at least 9
finite elements in contact with the radius of the die or punch,
in order to accurately predict the springback [11, 12].
Springback prediction is known for being quite sensitive to
the in-plane refinement but also to the number of integration
points through-thickness and the integration rule adopted [12,
24]. In this study a total of 3 layers of elements through-
thickness was considered, corresponding to 6 integration
points in this direction, combined with the Gauss integration
rule. The discretization of the blank comprises a total of
58,806 finite elements.

The forming tools are considered as rigid in the numerical
simulation and its surfaces were discretized with Nagata
patches [25]. The nodal normal vectors required for the
smoothing method are evaluated from the IGES file, using
the algorithm proposed in [26], which allows the recovery of
the curvature of the surfaces with good accuracy [27] with a
total of 369 Nagata patches. Further details about the blank
and tools discretization can be found in [28].

Previous studies indicate that, for the conditions assumed
in the experimental analysis, the deep drawing stage involves
a drawing and an ironing operation. Besides, the springback
prediction is quite sensitive to the numerical parameters but
also to the constitutive model adopted. In this context, it was
shown that the use of an orthotropic yield criterion generates a
gradient for the stress distribution in the circumferential direc-
tion, which usually contributes to the underestimation of the
springback [14, 29]. The 6016-T4 aluminium alloy under
study presents a planar anisotropy coefficient of 0.038, which
results in a small earing profile [16]. In this context, and in
order to keep the results analysis as simple as possible, it was
decided to assume an isotropic plastic behaviour of the mate-
rial, described by the von Mises yield criterion:

σ
2
¼ σ22−σ33ð Þ2 þ σ33−σ11ð Þ2 þ σ11−σ22ð Þ2 þ 2 σ23ð Þ2

þ 2 σ13ð Þ2 þ 2 σ12ð Þ2; ð1Þ

where σ is the equivalent stress and σ11, σ22, σ33, σ23, σ13 and
σ12 are the components of the Cauchy stress tensor. The hard-
ening behaviour is described by the Voce law [30, 31]

Y ¼ Y 0 þ Y sat−Y 0ð Þ 1−exp −Cy ε
p� �� �n o

; ð2Þ

since aluminium alloys are prone to exhibit saturation of the
hardening behaviour. In Eq. (2), εp denotes the equivalent
plastic strain, Y0 is the initial value of the flow stress, Ysat is
the flow stress saturation value and Cy defines the growth rate
of the yield surface. These parameters were identified based
on tensile test results [16] and their values are presented in
Table 2. Besides, the elastic behaviour is assumed isotropic
and constant, which is described by the Hooke’s law using the

(a) (b)

top

middle

bottom

2 mm

3 mm

3 mm

7 mm

2 mm

3 mm

7 mm

3 mm 16 mm

Fig. 2 Positioning of the ring(s)
in the cylindrical cup: (a) fully
drawn cup; (b) for a fixed punch
displacement of 16 mm

Table 2 Elastic properties and Voce hardening law parameters of the
6016-T4 aluminium alloy [16]

Elastic Properties Voce Law

Young’s modulus (GPa) Poisson’s ratio Y0 [MPa] Ysat [MPa] Cy

69 0.30 131.4 312.3 12.08
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parameters also listed in Table 2.
The friction between the blank and the forming tools is

modelled through the classical isotropic Coulomb’s law. The
value of the friction coefficient used in the numerical simula-
tions is μ = 0.15 and was adjusted in order to minimize the
difference between the experimental and numerical punch
force evolution during the drawing stage [16].

Stress analysis procedure

Springback defines the geometrical change of a part
after forming, when the forces imposed by the forming
tools are removed. The accuracy of the springback pre-
diction is strongly dictated by the stress state obtained
after forming, particularly the gradient through the sheet
thickness. Most of the studies on the analysis of resid-
ual stress and springback, induced by the forming pro-
cess, are based on simple bending [9, 11, 24] and
straight flanging [32]. For instance, the analysis of plane
strain bending tests was fundamental to understand the
role of a superimposed tension force in the sensitivity of
springback prediction to numerical parameters, such as
the number of through thickness integration points and
the integration rule [12, 24].

A cylindrical cup is an axisymmetric component, as
well as the ring cut from its wall. At the end of the
forming process, the cup’s vertical wall is submitted to
residual stresses, which are usually evaluated using the
cylindrical coordinate system schematically shown in
Fig. 3. The cut of the ring from the cup’s vertical wall
contributes to the release of the radial (σrr) and axial
(σzz) residual stresses. When the ring is split, the two
ends of the ring open a distance that is proportional to
the circumferential residual stress (σθθ) [2, 3, 7, 8]. In
fact, based on this knowledge, a methodology was pro-
posed to estimate the residual stresses using the gap
opening, assuming that the circumferential residual

stress presents an axisymmetric distribution and it does
not change along the height of ring. This methodology
is based on the assumption that the elastic closing of
the ring can be simplified as pure bending of a curved
beam, enabling the definition of an applied bending
moment, equivalent to the one generated by the ring
opening [2].

This axial moment per unit length results from the through-
thickness distribution of the circumferential stresses and can
be evaluated as

Mz ¼ ∫t=2−t=2σθθηdη; ð3Þ

where η is the through-thickness local coordinate and t is the
final sheet thickness. This enables its evaluation for each sec-
tion, along the height of ring or along the circumferential
direction. In this study, this moment is evaluated using the
six through-thickness integration points, as schematically
shown in Fig. 3, which are labelled according to their relative
position. The Gauss Point (GP) located closest to the surface
in contact with the punch (inner surface) is GP1 and the one
closest to the surface in contact with the die (outer surface) is
GP6. Also, according to the through-thickness coordinate η
definition, GP1 presents always the lowest (negative) coordi-
nate while GP6 presents always the highest (positive) coordi-
nate. The numerical evaluation of this moment is performed
using the Gauss integration rule, assuming two integration
points for each finite element, such that

Mz ¼ t
6

∑
6

i¼1
σθθ ηið Þηi: ð4Þ

The analysis of the through-thickness stress distributions
and the axial moment will be always performed for the sec-
tions located closer to the split plane. This sections are repre-
sentative of all sections situated along the circumferential di-
rection, at the same cup height, since the isotropic von Mises
yield criterion is adopted.

r

z
θ

Punch side

Die side

z

GP2

GP1

GP3 GP4

GP5

GP6

t

t/2

Fig. 3 Positioning of the
cylindrical coordinate system in
the formed cup and the local
coordinate system η for the
through-thickness stress analysis
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Results and discussion

The numerical simulation of the deep drawing of the cylindri-
cal cup was performed, considering the two different values of
gap between the die and the punch. Figure 4 presents the
punch force evolution with its displacement, highlighting the
difference in the initial evolution but also on the final stage. In
fact, for both cases the maximum punch force is attained for a
displacement that corresponds to the instant that the die and
the punch shoulder radii are completely formed in the part.
However, while for the gap of 1.125 mm (labelled BLower
gap^) this occurs for a punch displacement of 11–12 mm,
for the gap of 4 mm (labelled BHigher gap^), this occurs only
for approximately 16 mm. Moreover, for the lower gap con-
dition the ironing stage starts to occur for a punch displace-
ment of approximately 21 mm, while for the other condition
no ironing occurs. For the lower gap condition, the maximum
thickness value measured in the cup’s flange, for a punch
displacement of 20 mm (i.e. before the ironing stage), was
approximately 1.3 mm. Therefore, the theoretical thickness
reduction induced by the ironing stage is 15% [33], which
can be considered a small value. The geometry of both cups
is also quite different, as shown in Fig. 5, including their
height. This results from the fact that different gap values
induce a different thickness distribution along the cup wall,
as shown in Fig. 6. In particular, a stronger thickness reduction
is observed for the higher gap in the region in contact with the
punch radius.

For the lower gap value, higher thinning occurs at the en-
trance to the punch radius section and the confluence of the
punch radius with the cup wall, as previously reported in [16].
For the higher gap value, higher thinning also occurs at the
entrance to the punch radius section, but a value similar to the
initial one is observed afterwards, followed by a thickening
with a slope similar to the one observed for the lower gap
value (see Fig. 6).Moreover, for the higher gap value the cup’s
bottom also presents higher thinning values, which leads to a
higher cup, for the same drawing depth. This effect can also be

observed in the equivalent plastic strain distribution shown in
Fig. 5. Although not shown here, the strong thinning observed
for the higher gap value can be reduced by decreasing either
the friction coefficient or the blank-holder force, but the trend
remains unaltered. Thus, the trend for the thickness distribu-
tion is mainly dictated by the clearance between the punch and
the die.

Finally, it should be mentioned that since there is no blank-
holder stopper (see Fig. 1), the blank-holder only stops its
vertical movement when it establishes contact with the die.
Therefore, there is always some squeezing of the edge of the
cup, resulting from the contact with the blank-holder [28, 29,
34].

Three rings were cut from each of the cups (see Fig. 2 (a))
and split, in order to evaluate the opening. The results are
presented in Table 3, highlighting that for the lower gap value
there is a clear trend for the decrease of the opening with the
increase of the distance from the cup’s bottom, as observed
experimentally. Globally, the experimental results are accu-
rately predicted, except for the top ring, for which the ring
opening is clearly overestimated. This is certainly related with

z

xLower gap Higher gap

0.00

0.09

0.18

0.27

0.36

0.44

0.53

0.62

0.71

0.80

p

Fig. 5 Equivalent plastic strain distribution plotted on the final shape of
the cylindrical cups
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Fig. 4 Numerical punch force evolution for the two different values of
gap between the die and the punch
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Fig. 6 Thickness distribution along the cup height at the end of the cup
forming and unloading stage, for the standard punch displacement of
30 mm, for both gap values, and for the punch displacement of 16 and
22 mm for the lower gap value
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the underestimation of the thickening predicted by the von
Mises yield criterion, for the material located under the
blank-holder [29].

For the higher gap, the middle ring presents the higher
opening value. This trend is similar to the one reported in
[3], in the analysis of a 6111-T4 aluminium alloy, considering
a similar gap with different tools dimensions. Nonetheless, it
should be mentioned that for the higher gap value the bottom
ring presents an accentuated curvature in the axial direction, as
highlighted in the sections profiles shown in Fig. 7. A more
pronounced conical shape of the ring is known to lead to a
slight decrease of the ring opening [4]. Moreover, Fig. 7 also
presents the relative position of the lines corresponding to the
six integration points. The axial moment resulting from the
residual circumferential stresses is evaluated based on the
Gauss points of each element for a specific range of the lon-
gitudinal axis z, which depends on the value of the gap be-
tween the die and the punch.When the cup wall is not vertical,
the Gauss points of the stacked finite elements are not aligned
with the radial direction, as highlighted in Fig. 7. Therefore,

the bottom ring obtained for the higher gap value will be
discarded in the following analysis of the axial moment dis-
tribution along the cup wall.

Stress distributions

In this section the stress distributions along the cup wall are
analysed, first for the cups formed to a drawing depth of
30 mm and afterwards for the two other values considered.

Analysis of the three rings

Figure 8 presents the axial stress distribution along the cups
wall at the end of the forming and unloading stage, for both
conditions under analysis. The through-thickness gradient is
closely related with the fact that the material was bent over the
die radius and straightened at the exit of the die edge, present-
ing a compressive value in the inner surface and a tensile one
in the outer surface. The same trend is observed for the cir-
cumferential stress distribution, as shown in Fig. 9, which is in
agreement with the results previously reported in [13].
Moreover, the ironing stage contributes to a change on the
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Fig. 8 Axial stress distributions along the cup wall at the end of the cup
forming and unloading stage: (a) Lower gap; (b) Higher gap
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20

23

16 17 18-18 -17 -16

....

z coordinate

radial coordinate

top

middle

bottom

Higher
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Lower
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Fig. 7 Section profile of the cup wall at the end of the forming and
unloading stages, highlighting the relative position of the six through-
thickness integration points (red lines for the points located closer to the
punch and blue lines for the ones closer to the die, as in Fig. 3)

Table 3 Numerical ring opening values at different positions and
considering distinct process conditions. The values presented between
brackets for the lower gap, full drawn cup, correspond to the
experimental ones

Punch displacement [mm]

30 (Full drawn cup) 16 22

Ring Lower gap Higher gap Lower gap

Bottom 6.37 (5.67) 3.59* 7.30 5.98

Middle 4.08 (4.23) 6.94 - -

Top 3.20 (2.12) 4.05 - -

* This ring presents an accentuated curvature in the axial direction
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profile of both components, in particular to a reduction of the
tensile residual stress values in the outer surface [13]. The
radial stress distribution is not shown, since it presents a neg-
ligible magnitude when compared with the other stress
components.

Figure 10 presents the through-thickness axial stress distri-
bution in themiddle section of the top ring (z = 18.5mm), both
for the cup, the intact ring and the split-ring. The trimming of
the ring from the cup clearly contributes to the release of the
axial residual stress component, while the split only has a
small impact in the stress distribution, as expected.
Moreover, the reduction of this stress component with the
cut of the ring from the cup wall is more evident for the higher
gap value. In fact, the axial stress distribution at the end of the
forming process presents a distribution typical of a bending
process and an BS^-curve shape after the trimming, which is
typical of the unloaded state [7]. The release of the axial stress
component is accompanied by the reduction of the circumfer-
ential stress component, as shown in Fig. 11. These figures
highlight the interdependency between these two stress com-
ponents during the ring cut stage, where the lower gap also

presents a smaller variation of the circumferential stress com-
ponent. The intact ring presents a through-thickness circum-
ferential stress distribution analogous to that of a plastically
bent beam in a loaded configuration, which is responsible for
generating the ring opening. The stress trend observed for the
intact ring obtained with the higher gap is more similar to the
one previously reported in [7], although in the example under
analysis the neutral line is clearly shifted to the outer surface
(see Fig. 11 (b)). Besides, the neutral line location is identical
to the one observed in the cup. The analysis of the circumfer-
ential stress distribution along the cup wall presented in Fig. 9,
shows that there is a change of the neutral line location in
function of the position along the vertical wall. For instance,
for the lower gap value it is clearly shifted to the inner surface
for material points located in the bottom and middle ring. In
fact, the change of the circumferential stresses with the axial
position has been pointed out in the literature [13, 35], with
some authors reporting an increase from the mid-line towards
the cup bottom [7]. Taking as reference the results shown in
Fig. 9 for the cup, this trend will certainly depend on the
forming parameters. Consequently, the results correlate well
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with the fact that the ring opening is sensitive to the vertical
position along the cup wall [4] or even to the ring height [1].

The ring split stage induces a significant change in the
circumferential stress distribution, which now also exhibits
the BS^-curve shape, typical of the plastically bent beam in
an unloaded configuration [7]. The results indicate that the
axial moment for the middle section of the ring is not neces-
sarily null, but its integration along the ring height leads to a
zero value. In order to better understand the effect of the split
stage, Fig. 12 presents the circumferential stress distributions
obtained for the intact and split middle ring, for both gap
values. This ring was selected because it presents, globally,
the higher values for the ring opening and the trend observed
is similar for all rings. The effect of the split is evident in the
reduction of the stress values in the ring, which still presents
residual stresses. The through-thickness circumferential resid-
ual stress presents an almost axisymmetric distribution, with
exception of the sections located closer to the split plane,
where the minimum values are attained. Moreover, there is
also a gradient in the circumferential residual stresses along
the ring height. It should be mentioned that, for the lower gap
value, the stress distribution in the intact ring is not as

axisymmetric as for the higher gap due to the fact that the
ironing stage is more sensible to small shape errors induced
by the tool description with Nagata patches [36].

Figure 13 presents the circumferential stress change in-
duced by the split of the top ring, determined as the difference
between the intact and the split-ring (see Fig. 11). The results
obtained for the higher gap value present a more linear trend
for the stress change, identical to the one previously reported
in [8], while for the lower gap value the linear tendency is not
so clear, although both top rings present no inelastic effects.

Analysis of the bottom ring

For the lower gap value, the analysis of the bottom ring was
also performed for two other values of punch displacement,
namely 16 mm and 22 mm. For a punch displacement of
16 mm the blank is still in contact with the blank-holder,
presenting a small flange. The positioning of the ring is sche-
matically shown in Fig. 2 (b). For the punch displacement of
22 mm the ironing stage has already started, but with a small
value of thickness reduction (see Fig. 4 and Fig. 6). Figure 14
(a) presents the circumferential stress distribution along the
middle section of the bottom ring, before the ring was cut from
the cup wall, for 16 mm, 22 mm and 30 mm of punch dis-
placement. Figure 14 (b) shows the same results obtained for
the intact rings. It should be mentioned that the bottom ring is
located in a region not submitted to ironing. However, as
shown in Fig. 6, the ironing stage induces increased
stretching, i.e. the true strains in the cup bottom become
higher, acting as a stress relief and reducing the stress magni-
tudes [8]. In fact, as previously reported in [4], as the cup is
drawn deeper, the fraction of uniform plastic strain in the cup
wall increases. As a result, the material in the cup wall is
deformed significantly past the yield stress, and the magnitude
of the through-thickness strain inhomogeneities (difference in
plastic strain from one location to another) introduced by the
bending and unbending of the blank decreases. Moreover, in
terms of the stress-strain curve of the material, the deformation
of the entire cup wall proceeds into the strain region where
large strain differences correspond to relatively small stress
differences, particularly if the material hardening behaviour
is well described by a saturation law.

Smaller stress differences translates into reduced residual
stresses and springback. This interpretation of the influence of
the drawing depth presented in [4], is corroborated by the
equivalent plastic strain distribution along the cup wall, shown
in Fig. 15 for the drawing depth of 16, 22 and 30 mm. In this
figure it also visible the influence of the ironing stage, partic-
ularly for the outer surface, for which a higher increase is
observed when compared with the inner surface, which corre-
lates with the strong reduction of the axial component of the
residual stress. Thus, as shown in Table 3, the bottom ring cut
from the cup obtained with only 16 mm of punch
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displacement is the one presenting the higher ring opening.
However, as shown in Fig. 14 (a), the increase of the plastic
strain does not necessary means the decrease of the magnitude
of the through-thickness stress inhomogeneities, since similar
equivalent stress values can be obtained for different stress
states. Thus, the bottom ring cut from the fully drawn cup
(depth 30 mm) presents a higher ring opening than the one
obtained from a cup obtained with a punch displacement of
22 mm. These results show that the circumferential stress
through-thickness distribution is clearly modified by the iron-
ing stage, even for physical locations in the cup wall posi-
tioned far away from the material that is submitted to this
compression state. In fact, for the full drawn cup, the trend
of the circumferential stress through-thickness distribution ob-
tained for the bottom ring is similar to the one obtained for the
top ring (see Fig. 11 (a)). However, as previously stated, the
ironing stage contributes to a more uniform magnitude of the
circumferential stress along the thickness, which leads to a
smaller ring opening.

Axial moment distributions

The axial moment per unit length, evaluated along the cup and
in the ring wall, using Eq. (4), is presented in Fig. 16, for the

through-thickness section located closer to the split position.
The comparison between the values determined for the cup
wall and the intact ring confirm the release of the circumfer-
ential stresses induced by the cut of the ring from the cup’s
wall. Moreover, the influence of the ironing stage that occurs
for the lower gap, mainly for the last 5 mm of the cup’s wall
(see Fig. 6), is quite notorious in the smaller difference be-
tween the axial moments observed for the top ring, when
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compared with the other rings (see Fig. 16 (a)). This seems to
result from the more uniform through-thickness distributions
predicted in the cup for both the axial and the circumferential
stresses (see Fig. 8 and Fig. 9). As discussed before for the top
ring, the ironing operation changes the axial stress distribu-
tion, affecting the residual stresses predicted for the intact ring.
The results confirm that the ironing changes the stress

distribution, with a clear impact on the residual stresses in
the cup and in the intact ring. The change in the residual
stresses depends of the thickness reduction induced by the
ironing operation [13], but its effect is evident even for small
values as the one tested in this work.

Globally, the axial moments predicted for the higher gap
condition are always higher than the ones obtained for the
lower gap, which correlates with the through-thickness cir-
cumferential stress distributions along the cup wall (see
Fig. 9) and with the ring opening values predicted for the
middle and top rings (see Table 3). It is interesting to note that
for the material located in the top ring the axial moment
changes its trend upon the release of the axial stresses, which
can be related with its evolution in the cup (see Fig. 8). All
other axial moments present a similar trend when evaluated
for the cup or the intact ring.

For both gap values, the average axial moment de-
creases with the increase of the distance from the cup
bottom, which is in agreement with the trend observed
for the opening of the rings. Moreover, in both cases it
is possible to observe that the axial moment is not
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constant along the cup wall, which correlates well with
the sensitive of the ring opening to the positioning
along the cup wall [1, 4]. In fact, even when no ironing
occurs, the axial moment varies along the ring height
(see Fig. 16 (b)). Nevertheless, for a higher gap value it
is clear that the axial moment presents a smaller varia-
tion, which can be related with the smaller variation of
the axial stress along the axial direction (see Fig. 8 (b)),
associated to a smaller stretch effect (see Fig. 6) [7].
This shows that the stretch effect can also be related
with the clearance between the die and the punch, be-
sides the blank-holder force.

Figure 17 presents the axial moment distributions
along the cup and the intact ring height, obtained for
16, 22 and 30 mm of punch displacement. The axial
moment distributions are quite similar at the end of
the cup forming and unloading, which is coherent with
the fact that this part of the cup already attained a
stable shape for a punch displacement of 16 mm (see
also Fig. 6). Nevertheless, as shown in Fig. 14 (a), the
through-thickness stress distributions are different,
which confirms that similar axial moments can be de-
termined for different stress distributions. Regarding the
axial moment distribution in the intact ring, the trend is
quite similar for the three depths, presenting an average
value that is coherent with the ring opening values pre-
sented in Table 3, i.e. the one obtained with a drawing
depth of 16 mm presents the higher value, followed by
the one obtained from the full drawn cup and, finally,
the one extracted from the cup obtained with a drawing
depth of 22 mm. The increase in the relative difference
for the axial moment evaluated in the intact ring for the
three punch depths is related with the different distribu-
tion of the axial component of the residual stress, since
the release of this component contributes to the change
circumferential stress distribution (see Fig. 14), as
discussed in the previous section.

Conclusions

The results show that deep drawn cups present axial
and circumferential residual stresses of high magnitude,
which are tensile at the outer surface and compressive
at the inner surface, with profiles similar to what is
expected from a bending-unbending operation [8, 13].
The ironing of the vertical wall changes the stress dis-
tribution along the cup wall outer surface, with a de-
crease of the axial stresses from a maximum near to the
cup bottom to a minimum along the wall, while the
circumferential residual stresses are distributed more
uniformly along the cup wall [13]. This change in the
characteristic residual stresses distribution is observed in
all cup wall, i.e. it is not limited to the material that
was submitted to the through-thickness compression
state. Moreover, as stated in [13], the reduction in the
residual stresses after deep drawing and ironing is ob-
served even for relatively small ironing strains.

The axial and circumferential stress profiles exhibit a
strong dependence on the axial position, which reflects the
effect of bending under stretching. This effect is dictated by
the blank-holder force selected, but also by the clearance be-
tween the die and the punch. The cut of the ring from the cup
releases the residual axial stress component, as well as a part
of the circumferential stress component, presenting an inter-
dependency between these two components. In fact, since the
ironing stage induces a more uniform through-thickness dis-
tribution of the axial stress component in the cup, the variation
of the circumferential stresses between the cup and the intact
ring is also smaller. Globally, the introduction of an ironing
stage contributes to the reduction of the circumferential stress
component through-thickness gradient, leading to a smaller
ring opening, as observed also in [2]. However, this effect
depends on the vertical position of the ring and the drawing
depth, since the ironing stage changes the characteristic distri-
bution of the residual stress component. The trend observed
for several rings cut along the cup wall reflect the strong de-
pendence on the axial position of both the axial and circum-
ferential through-thickness residual stress profiles, which are
strongly affected by a relatively small ironing strain.
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